words and tricks of jesters and jokers comfort those
that travail in the service of the Devil. These are the
sins that come by way of the tongue, and from anger
and many other sins.
SEQUITUR REMEDIUM CONTRA
PECCATUM IRE
The remedy for anger is a virtue which men call
mansuetude, which is gentleness; and even another
virtue which men call patience or tolerance.
Gentleness withholds and restrains the stirrings
and the urgings of man's impetuosity in his heart in
such manner that it leaps not out in anger or in ire.
Tolerance suffers sweetly all die annoyances and
wrongs that men do to men bodily. Saint Jerome says
thus of gentleness, that "it does harm to no one, nor
says harm; nor for any harm that men do or say does
it chafe against reason." This virtue is sometimes
naturally implanted; for, as says the philosopher:
"A man is a living thing, by nature gentle and tract-
able to goodness; but when gentleness is informed
of grace, then is it worth the more."
Patience, which is another remedy against anger,
is a virtue that suffers sweetly man's goodness, and
is not wroth for harm done to it. The philosopher
says that "patience is that virtue which suffers meekly
all the outrages of adversity and every wicked word."
This virtue makes a man god-like and makes him
God's own dear child, as Christ says. This virtue dis-
comfits one's enemy. And thereupon the wise man
says: "If thou wilt vanquish thy enemy, learn to
endure." And you shall understand that man suffers
four kinds of grievances from outward things, against
the which he must have four kinds of patience.
The first grievance is of wicked words; this suf-
fered Jesus Christ without grumbling, and patiently,
when the Jews many times reproached Him and
showed how they despised Him. Suffer patiently,
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